
 

The story begins with Francesco Cambria, who in 1962, bought 100 hectares of 
vines and hazelnut groves near his birthplace in Randazzo. Francesco 
cultivated hazelnuts and also initially sold grapes to the local cooperative, but 
with the arrival of DOC status for Etna in 1968 and hazelnuts losing market 
share, he soon decided to focus on grape growing for bulk wine production, 
replanting the hazelnut groves to vines. In the late 1980s, Francesco’s son 
Guglielmo decided to build a winery to make his own wine, rather than selling 
the grapes, and he was quite successful selling it “sfuso” in demijohns to local 
restaurants. The initial success of these wines pushed Guglielmo to progress to 
quality wine production, so in the mid-1990s, he improved his father’s vineyards 
and embraced lower yields, and the first Cottanera labeled wines were born. 
“The Cottanera transformation of recent years is outstanding, and it has given 
me great pleasure to witness. In fact, this is perhaps the most transformational 
southern Italian winery I know of. Under the stewardship of siblings Mariangela 
and Francesco Cambria, Cottanera has moved to a passionate and intimate 
comprehension of Etna's indigenous grapes and the singular growing sites on 
the volcano. This estate is full of energy and a uniquely positive vibe that comes 
through especially in an emerging wine region such as this.  Keep your eyes on 
Cottanera because this is indeed an exciting winery to watch.” - Wine Advocate 

 

“At roughly 65 hectares, the Cambria family owns one of the bigger estates on 
Etna.  The vineyards are located in 5 different contrade on the northern slope of 
Etna where most of the volcano’s best-known wineries are located. ….the focus 
has shifted and it is the Etna Rosso, Bianco and single contrade wines that are 
now gathering most of the attention.  The soil here is very sandy volcanic ash.” 
– Vinous

COTTANERA BIANCO “BARBAZZALE”  
95% Catarratto & 5% Viognier from 15-year-old vines in lava-alluvial soil.  No oak. 
2020 Review - 91 Points, James Suckling:  “Pretty nose with ripe pear, melon and a hint of chalk. 
Medium-bodied with a silky feel and plenty of minerally acidity pushing the clean fruit forward. 
Clean, flavorful finish. Catarratto with a dash of viognier.” 
 

COTTANERA ETNA BIANCO   
100% Carricante from 15-20 year old vines planted in ava-alluvial and lava-clayey soil at 720-750 
meters.  Fermented and aged on lees for 6 months in stainless steel 
2019 Review - 92 Points, The Wine Advocate:  “A terrific and fundamentally food-friendly and 
immediate white. Ready for an easy salad topped with grilled chicken or grilled shrimp, but don't 
be fooled by that accessible price tag. This bottle packs enormous charm and complexity with 
citrus, pomelo, white peach and generous mineral notes that add salty sensations to the finish.” 

 

COTTANERA ETNA ROSATO (ROSÉ) 
100% Nerello Mascalese from Contrada Diciassettesalme & Castiglione di Sicilia. 750m altitude 
2020 review - 90 Points, Vinous:  “Incredibly pretty with its bouquet of dusty dried flowers, peaches 
and white smoke. Its silky textures give way to a almost crunchy display of pit fruits and minerals, 
yet it’s all under an air of mouth-watering, honeyed florals and a  lovely salinity that lingers long.” 

COTTANERA ETNA ROSSO “BARBAZZALE”  
90% Nerello Mascalese and 10 % Nerello Capuccio – 15 year old vines in lava-alluvial & lava-clay. 
Stainless steel fermented with frequent pump-overs and 5 months aging.  No oak. 
2020 Review -  91 Points, James Suckling:  “Some nice red-fruit character, but there's a rather 
simple feel to this. Medium body, lightly firm tannins and a clean finish. Drink now.” 
 
 

COTTANERA ETNA ROSSO “CONTRADA DICIASSETTESALME” 
100% Nerello Mascalese from 12-year-old vines planted in lava-alluvial soil.   
Malolactic fermentation in French oak barrels and aged for 8 months in large oak barrel 
2019 Review – 92 Points, The Wine Advocate:  “offers a lean and pure expression of Nerello 
Mascalese without too many extra bells or whistles. There are dusty notes that frame cassis and 
sour cranberry. But both the fruity and the mineral sides of the wine are well-contained and 
measured. Diciassettesalme offers a highly drinkable and accessible side to Etna.” 
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